As we celebrate 10 years of advertising
awesomeness this month, we reached out to
SK+G’s Original Gangster, Steve Averitt, for
a look into the past and what the agency’s
growth means to him. Without further ado
ladies and gentlemen–Steve Averitt, in his
own words…
Ten years at SK+G. I’ll say it again. Ten years. That’s how long I’ve been at this agency. Time ﬂies,
and yes, for the most part it’s been fun. In this day and age not too many things last ten years.
Try to add some up... it gets tough (don’t count years between Dallas Cowboy playoff victories
please). Most people (especially in this industry) want to spread their wings and move around.
Discovery is part of the creative endeavor along with restlessness and the seeking out of new
channels of expression. Luckily, I have many other arenas I can delve into such as family, music,
painting and sports that allow me escape. But something important about my work life is that I
get to work in a city and at an agency that, when combined, are able to provide quite a wide array
of diverse projects and unique clients to do work for. If we had been an agency of one specialty
without all of the varying sub-brands, I can’t rightly say I would have made it to ten.
Back when John and Jerry started the agency, I left a very stable position as the senior most
designer for the Mirage Design Center. But I was ready for change, and knowing what I did about
John’s drive and ambition for this agency, I was very comfortable with the odds for success. I had
done work for him on multiple projects over a 6-7 year span while he was head of advertising for
Mirage Resorts, so when he asked me to join him because he wanted a strong design department,
well, I was ﬂattered and felt great that he saw the potential in me. I, in turn, was ready to garner
those new creative experiences. Early on I had a gut feeling that the agency would grow--I just
didn’t think it would catapult as rapidly as it did. I don’t know if John and Jerry could’ve predicted
the rapid expansion either. In the years I’ve been here, there have been a multitude of great
projects to work on. When I look back and take stock of the work I’ve done or collaborated on with
others I can really start to appreciate the body of work accomplished at this agency as a whole. I’m
not the best storyteller nor am I chock full of anecdotes or nuggets about the years here but some
of the most memorable things are:
The massive amounts of work we had to
do for MGM Grand when the agency
started. The ﬁrst 2-3 weeks before we
moved into the building, my apartment
was the hub where the AEs would come
to pick up the work or John would come
over to review the creative. I remember
a lot of nights during that ﬁrst year of
working until 9 or 10 at night, twitching
eyes, wondering if I’d made the smart
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Steve Averitt–In His Own Words, cont.
choice. In hindsight, the hard work by all of us at that juncture really helped to lay the groundwork
and the culture for where the agency was headed. Though it was tough, I will always look back
fondly on that period of time.
Another memory that sticks out to me was working with our creative director during year one of
the agency. His name was Mike Salisbury (Google him). John and Jerry got him to come aboard.
He’s quite a proliﬁc designer in the industry--items in the Smithsonian, a Grammy and numerous
other awards. So it was very cool for someone like me near the beginning of his career to work with
someone of his stature. He was odd, eccentric and had one of the most echoing laughs you’ve
ever heard. He’d show up to the ofﬁce after being away in South America on a dirt bike trip for two
weeks and dive right in like no time had elapsed. I learned a lot from the man.
The “M Lifestyle” magazine afforded me the opportunity to be the art director on a shoot with Jay
Leno. It was pretty cool to meet someone of his celebrity. More impressive were the two airplane
hangars full of classic cars and vintage motorcycles. At one point I was talking to him about the
motorcycle he has with a helicopter engine (it ended up being on the cover) and he offered to ﬁre
it up and take it for a spin out back. While about 12 of us looked on, he really did ﬁre it up! Some
gas leaked out and a small ﬁre started off to the side of the bike to which his assistant quickly ran
over and put out with a ﬁre extinguisher.

Really though, and I mean this, the best part over the years has been working with some really
wonderful, collaborative and talented people. One spends more time at work than at home if you
subtract sleep, and without people you thoroughly enjoy working with, it can be the doldrums.
Many have come and gone, but when they left, many of them left with my utmost respect and I
hope that means something to them. The designers that are here today are individuals that possess
so much character and talent, that I hope I have many more creative days with them ahead. They
have helped to make my time over the years here at SK+G the best they could truly be.
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AND HERE IS WHAT THE REST OF US WERE
DOING IN 1999…
Wow 1999…I was living in Albuquerque attending the University of New Mexico attempting to
obtain my B.A. in nursing. As you can see that didn’t work out all that well. At that time I was
working as a front desk clerk at the Wyndham Hotel in Albuquerque (what a glorious job that
was). Only perk was that the Wyndham was one of the nicest hotels in Albuquerque so anyone
who had a concert in the Q stayed at the Wyndham. I got to meet many celebrities as they
checked into the hotel. – Jennifer Byers
In 1999 I was going to school at Brigham Young University. I had just started to work for the
independent studies department as a graphic designer/ illustrator. This was the best paid job for
a student at BYU, $9 an hour. I had that job until I graduated in 2001. – Belle Larsen
Graduating from high school back in Brooklyn…Michigan. – Rachel Viers
I was living in Columbus, Ohio. Going to school and working at Finish Line as a more
athletic Al Bundy. – Kurt Snider
I was living in Las Vegas and working at a bank. – Nadia Khan
In 1999 I was working in New York City and living in Greenwich, CT. – Ted Trautwein
I was going to college at University of Nevada, Reno and interning at the Reno Police Department
for their show “Scanners.” It really doesn’t get any cooler than that! – Erin McCleskey
I was living here in Las Vegas and working at Outback Media, the media division of
The Merica Agency. – Joan Jungblut
In 1999 I was a part-time barmaid at a country club's lounge in Singapore while taking art
classes. – Siow Wei Kay
Living here! – Debbie Bien
I was living in Chicago, IL in 1999 and worked at a Gay & Lesbian Center providing job placement
assistance to persons on disability who were ready to reenter the workforce. – Jim Akers
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What the Rest of Us Were Doing in 1999, cont.
Throughout 1999 I was acting on weekends in Tony n’ Tina’s Wedding at Union Square in San
Francisco. I was the best man, Barry Wheeler, for over a year, but over the course of the nearly
two years I was in the show I played seven different roles. At the same time I was working at FCB
in San Francisco as a Staff Accountant, but by the end of the year I had left that position and
had begun working at OpenTable.com. I was the third employee in the Sales Department of that
still-successful dotcom wunderkind. Of course, considering that I met my future wife that same
year, I guess you could say that I had already begun working at the most important jobs of all:
husband and father. They were magic times, I tell you. Magic – Jeremy Chafﬁn
I was living in Marlboro, NJ. working for the New Brunswick Board of Education.– Ellen Franks
In 1999 I was just a small town girl, living in a lonely world. Working at my mom’s gift
shop- Giggles & Bows on the weekend answering phones. Then I worked at Stiel Insurance
Agency in Franklin, LA after graduation and was a mascot instructor for Southwestern
Cheerleading Association at camps around the state during the summer until I moved to
Baton Rouge. – Sally Stiel
Santa Fe, New Mexico – Harry Forehand
I was living in El Segundo, CA and working as a project manager for Classic Litho &
Design in Torrance. – John Ryszka
In 1999 I was living in Las Vegas and was managing Creel Direct Mail.– Sandie Burke
The Merica Agency, it no longer exists.
Norm with me. – Ellen Curtis

Fell apart right after I left and I took Joan and

I was in high school, living in Portage, MI and working at Big Apple Bagel. – Abbe Vigilante
In the ﬁrst part of the year, I was still a newlywed living in Rapid City, SD in our fabulous double
wide trailer (our ﬁrst “house”). I worked as a marketing coordinator for the one and only
Rapid City Journal, the largest newspaper in Western South Dakota (yes, that was our tagline).
It was my ﬁrst “real” job after college! In June of ’99, I moved to Vegas. Holy crap! I’ve been
here 10 years! – Melissa Phipps
In 1999 I was 16 years old, living in Bartlesville, OK (if you haven’t heard of Bartlesville... well,
that doesn’t surprise me). I was a typical 16-year old (friends, mall, being a new driver with my
newly acquired drivers license...) and I was in my junior year at Bartlesville Senior High School. It
was a regular hootenanny, YEEHAW. – Michelle Payton
Living in Colorado Springs back in the high school days and working at Texas Roadhouse.
– Joe Tseng
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What the Rest of Us Were Doing in 1999, cont.
Coal miner in Kiev, Ukraine. That experience led to a smooth transition into brand strategy.
– Jim Gentleman
Sierra Health Services in Las Vegas. – Wesley Aldridge
I was working at Mixers Juice Company, attending Cimarron Memorial High and living at my
mama’s house. And yes, I make a KILLER smoothie. – Katie Knoch
I was living in West LA, working at DMB&B on Burger King. I moved to Grey Advertising on
Pedigree Dog Food as a Senior Account Executive. I met my husband in 1999 while working at
Grey. – Kim Bender
Working at John Harvard’s Brew House in Boston in marketing. – Sara McLean
I was living in Las Vegas , transitioning between my old career as a TV news producer and new
career in public relations. Young, single and enjoying all of Sin City’s hottest nightclubs – which
at the time consisted only of The Beach and Studio 54. – Stacy Hamilton
I was living in Las Vegas and was still in middle school! – Kristin Weddingfeld
Living in Las Vegas and working at a printing company called ProColor, inc. – Julie Porter
Strange that you ask...
In the summer of ‘99, I was your average mild-mannered
high school student. One day after school, I stopped by
Dr. Emmett L. Brown's laboratory to play around with
an ampliﬁer, thinking that I could be a sweet guitarist
some day. Doc Brown was my neighbor and kind of an
eccentric hermit, so I liked to keep him company. Earlier
that day I received a message from Doc, saying that he
needed my help on his latest invention, a time machine
made out of a DeLorean that could travel through time
instantaneously when it reaches a speed velocity of 88
MPH. Thinking that it was a joke, I stopped by only to
realize he had been telling the truth. So that night,
we had ventured out to test the time machine. Sadly, Doc
was gunned down by Libyan Nationalists, who apparently he had made
a deal with in order to obtain the plutonium fuel the time machine required. I had to
think quick, so in an effort to escape from the Libyans, I used the time machine. Not knowing
how the machine really worked, I accidentally warped myself into 1955. When I got there, I met
both of my parents, but not how I knew them, it was when they were teenagers. As with any time
distortion, I unintentionally interrupted my parent's ﬁrst meeting together, greatly jeopardizing my
own existence. Long story short, I had to then ﬁnd a younger version of Doc so that the two of us
could try to ﬁnd a way to get my parents-to-be back together, and to get me back to 1999. Luckily,
it all worked out. – Jeff "Gotta Get Back In Time" Wagner
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ACCOUNT SUPERVISORS ARE FEATURED ON THE

SPOT
Jeremy Chafﬁn, Account Supervisor
Time at SK+G: 7 years
Who would you want to play the lead actor in a movie about your life?
Robert Downey, Jr. Because we used to look a lot alike until the whole prison
thing…but I’m out now and I feel great! Oh, and because he’s extremely
talented, versatile and I’m told he’s devilishly handsome as well.
If you found $100, what would you do with it?
Depends on the form of the cash really – I mean if it’s coins then picking it
up would be much more difﬁcult, even taxing…not sure I would want to put
forth the effort in that case. If it’s paper, then by all means I would take it to
ensure that my liquid asset position stayed solvent (read that as “I’d go buy
myself a non-staining beer of some sort.”)
If you were a candy, what candy would you be?
A See’s Candies Scotchmallow – like that dark chocolate-coated marshmallow
treat, my soft gooey exterior actually hides a soft gooey interior as well. BUT
there’s this wonderful ﬂavor-ﬁlled butterscotch surprise at the bottom of it all
that offers a solid foundation to the whole candy, not unlike the solidity of
my own sweet steadfastness. (Don’t worry; I don’t know where I pull this stuff
from either…)
What movie do you recommend us adding to our Netﬂix queue?
I’ve got two. “The Usual Suspects” for one of the most suspense-ﬁlled,
perplexing, most complete, well-acted, well-directed, and well-written
dramatic ﬁlms ever. And “Tropic Thunder” for similar reasons, although it’s
a comedy and isn’t really suspenseful or perplexing…in fact mainly because
Tom Cruise plays a fat, bald, cuss-machine and that, my friends, is funny.
What is your motto?
I’d rather have people laughing at me than not laughing at all.

Jennifer Francis, Account Supervisor
Time at SK+G: 7 years
Who would you want to play the lead actor in a movie about your life?
Amy Poehler
If you found $100, what would you do with it?
Stick it in my wallet for the rainy day fund.
If you were a candy, what candy would you be?
Peanut M&Ms
What movie do you recommend us adding to our Netﬂix queue?
“Clerks”
What is your motto?
Seek ﬁrst to understand.
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SPOT, cont.
Melissa Phipps, Account Supervisor (and Biker Mama)
Time at SK+G: 6 years
Who would you want to play the lead actor in a movie about your life?
Brad Pitt, he would be my husband, of course.
If you found $100, what would you do with it?
Go out to a nice dinner, have some wine, then continue on to the bar for more
drinking…oh wait those days are over. I mean put it towards the baby gear fund.
Man that crap is expensive! And how does something so small need so much
stuff!?!?
If you were a candy, what candy would you be?
Reese’s Peanut Butter Cup Minis (has to be the minis!). I don’t think a more perfect
combination of goodness exists! Well, except for ice cream sandwiches….
What movie do you recommend us adding to our Netﬂix queue?
I’m clueless about movies and don’t watch many. But I did recently suffer through
“Pineapple Express” and do not recommend that one. I can appreciate a good
pothead movie and all, but it was so stupid!
What is your motto?
Seriously?

Nadia Khan, Account Supervisor
Time at SK+G: 5 years
Who would you want to play the lead actor in a movie about your life?
Salma Hayek
If you found $100, what would you do with it?
Get Yogel’s everyday for a while.
If you were a candy, what candy would you be?
Twix
What movie do you recommend us adding to our Netﬂix queue?
“What Dreams May Come”
What is your motto?
Be the change you wish to see in the world. -Gandhi

Sara McLean, Account Supervisor
Time at SK+G: 1.5 years
Who would you want to play the lead actor in a movie about your life?
Cate Blanchett
If you found $100, what would you do with it?
Buy some really nice wine, cheese and chocolate for a picnic with my husband.
If you were a candy, what candy would you be?
Twix: cookie, caramel and chocolate. What could be better?
What movie do you recommend us adding to our Netﬂix queue?
“Up”-- it’s funny, heart-warming and has so many great messages about life.
What is your motto?
That man is richest whose pleasures are the cheapest. - Henry David Thoreau
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HUMAN RESOURCES

HR NEWS WITH KIM NASUTA

Meet Christopher Gyorgy
Christopher joins SK+G as Creative Director and previously worked
at DraftFCB. Christopher grew up in Philadelphia where he always
dreamed of becoming a cartoonist. After art school he started
his career in advertising and has worked on various branding
campaigns across all media platforms which have been recognized
with several awards. When he is not working Christopher enjoys
spending time with his wife and three children.

Meet Angela Castaneda
Angela joins SK+G as an associate broadcast producer. She
previously worked at Astablu Productions as an associate producer.
Angela has two children, her son is nine and her daughter is six.
They all share a common love for music that includes bands such
as Blink 182, My Chemical Romance and The Killers. She also really
enjoys comedy with and is a big fan of Katt Williams’ stand-up.

Meet Julie Porter
Julie joins SK+G as senior production manager. She previously
worked at the Glenn Group. She has been married 28 years and
has managed to raise her three kids and now already has ﬁve
grandsons and is anticipating the arrival of her twin granddaughters
in January. She loves spending time with her family which, apart
from her children and grandchildren, includes four horses, three
dogs and one cat.

Meet Andrew Costello
Andrew Joins SK+G as an interactive web developer. He has no
children but does own an adorable American Eskimo puppy. He
loves the outdoors, especially the lake and the ocean. He also is
passionate about traveling and enjoys football.
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Days Off at SK+G
As holiday vacation planning continues, we ﬁgured you would want to know what
days we have granted off from work:
Thanksgiving: Thursday, November 26th and Friday, November 27th
Christmas: Thursday, December 24th and Friday, December 25th
New Year’s: Thursday, December 31st and Friday, January 1st

Wanted!
Account Management
Assistant Account Executive
Account Executive
Account Supervisor
Creative
Designer
Production Artist
Direct Marketing Writer

The Bacon Hut
Schedule
Come out to Desert Breeze Park
and SMELL THE BACON
(or just cheer for them!)
October 15 at 7:30pm and 8:30pm
October 22 at 6:30pm and 8:30pm

Interactive
Production Artist
Designer
Information Architect
Account Executive
Media
Online Campaign Manager
Planner/Buyer
Trialogue
Production Programmer
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HUMAN RESOURCES

HR NEWS WITH KIM NASUTA

NEW BUSINESS UPDATES +
MUSINGS WITH A (JIM) GENTLEMAN

This month's musings
Check out http://agentlemansmusings.blogspot.com/ for Jim’s thoughts on Macau and
CityCenter (after recent visits to both), a smart marketing campaign promoting Orlando, a
perspective on challenging times for Las Vegas, observations on manners and whether they
matter anymore and various other musings.

Global Gaming Expo 2009 Coming to Las Vegas - November 17-19, 2009
The gaming industry’s signature tradeshow returns to Las Vegas this November with Global
Gaming Expo (G2E) 2009 at the Las Vegas Convention Center. Thousands of industry suppliers
and vendors will be on hand to see the latest in gaming equipment, casino hotel design, food
and beverage, entertainment and more. SK+G will be well-represented at this year’s event.
I’ll be moderating a panel on branding and positioning while Trialogue’s Cabot Woolley will be
participating in a panel on direct digital marketing and its benefits

New Business Updates
New Business Wins
SK+G was selected as agency of record for MotorCity Casino Hotel in Detroit, topping six
other agencies including finalist DeVito/Verdi (New York). The agency will handle all creative
development as well as media planning and buying effective November 1. Congratulations to
the pitch team and all who assisted in SK+G’s initial response and presentation to MotorCity.
SK+G was selected to handle all advertising (creative and media planning and buying),
collateral, direct marketing creative, and online marketing for Pinnacle and its casino
hotel properties. SK+G bested multiple agencies in an RFP process that began in April.
Congratulations and thanks to the Pinnacle team and all at the agency who worked on this
comprehensive pitch.

Other New Business Prospects
CityCenter and Aria Resort Casino (SK+G is looking to expand its relationship with these
destination brands in 2010; more to follow in the next edition of SKoop).
Cosmopolitan Las Vegas (SK+G is under consideration for AOR relationship).
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NEW BUSINESS UPDATES +
MUSINGS WITH A (JIM) GENTLEMAN

After three months of work, the new Andre Agassi Foundation website successfully launched
last month. The site was conceived, designed and programmed entirely by the SK+G
Interactive team.
The client is extremely happy with the result – a site loaded with stellar visual and
informational content, a well-designed user interface, and impressive functionality. It makes
the Agassi Foundation look like the world-class organization it is.
A special thanks to the entire SK+G Interactive department including; Philipp Batallia, Rich
Brooks, Valerie Bronson, Jim Akers, Siow Wei Kay, Dave Feldman, Andrew Costello and Jay
DeJesus, for all of their expertise, hard work and time.
Also kudos to Jennifer Francis and Ashley DuBeck, for their tireless efforts (and patience) on
the account side as they managed client communications and coordinated this project from
beginning to end.
Will, Nelson, Darren, Jerry and the entire Mesmerize broadcast team for their help with video
production and various edits
Ray Johnson – for his copywriting contributions
Clay James – for his work on the original web design concepts
Tory, Bobbie and Jen Cuny – for their assistance with stock imagery and procurement
Steve, Harry, Mel, Belle, Alex, Tracy and everyone else in Design who helped with the new
Agassi Foundation logo.
This is a site of which we should all be proud. What better cause than an organization
focused on improving and transforming the education system in the U.S.?
To view the new Foundation site, click on this link: www.agassifoundation.org
And to share it with a friend, click on this link: www.agassifoundation.org/make-a-difference
and click on the “Tell-A-Friend” button in the Five Ways to Help Section. Then click on the
“share this” link.
Congratulations and thanks to everyone involved in this effort. Now on to CityCenter, and
River City and Nevada Ballet Theater and Grand Del Mar and Trialogue and . . .
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WITH ANDREA JOHNSON

Happy Fall SK+Gers!!
SK+G 2009 Homecoming
Thank you to all of you who donated your formalwear! We received 12 great pieces
including a men’s suit!
The men’s suit went to the Men’s Wearhouse National Clothing Drive to beneﬁt
“helping others ﬁnd their strong suit.” Men’s Wearhouse partners with many local
organizations to assist men transitioning into the workforce as well as those who are
unemployed. By receiving a suit, men have the conﬁdence to take those ﬁrst steps
toward a new and independent future.
The remaining gowns and dresses went to the Las Vegas Prom Closet whose goal is to
outﬁt more than 300 girls in the 2010 prom season!
“Las Vegas Prom Closet, formally know as Aly's Prom Closet, was founded by Becky
Christensen of Reno, Nevada in 2002. Becky's inspiration came from her daughter
Aly Christensen who lost her life in a car accident in December 2001. Aly's vibrant
personality and desire to help others continues to inspire all those who volunteer each
year to make APC a reality. Becky partnered with Stu Gordon of Family Counseling
Services of Northern Nevada to kick off APC in Spring 2002. In the Spring of 2003,
they decided to expand the program to Southern Nevada. Each year, both North and
South afﬁliates continue to expand their collaborations in the community, which helps
to provide more resources to the teens.”
Our efforts, however small, do pay off!
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Three Square & SK+G Annual Food Drive
We have moved our food drive from November to October this year in order to accommodate
one more fundraiser that employees were interested in trying. This year’s food drive will
be from Monday, October 5th through Friday, October 16th. We will be putting mini ﬂyers
on everyone’s desk listing the items the food bank is looking for this year.
Three Square not only beneﬁts the families in our community but they have a program
that is speciﬁcally targeted to the Las Vegas Valley’s children called the BackPack Program.
This program is designed to send children home every Friday with backpacks ﬁlled with
nutritious and non-perishable food for the weekend.
SK+G employees did a great job last year – 10 Banker Boxes of food were donated totaling
165 pounds plus we had $150 in monetary donations!
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Happy "boo"thday!!
SKoop would like to extend birthday wishes to those
who are celebrating in October...

Steve Averitt: October 18
Melineh Mirzaian: October 18
Debbie Bien: October 19
Josh Karadbil: October 19
Nick Khilnani: October 20
Kurt Snider: October 25
Jeff Ferrari: October 29
Gmo Rice: October 31

...and who will be celebrating in November!
Heather Karsko: November 4
Tim Turner: November 5
Jill Beeler: November 5
Belle Larson: November 8
Carl Medley: November 8
Cabot Woolley: November 11
Jim Akers: November 13
Anne Cornetta: November 13
Kristin Weddingfeld: November 23
Sue Capozzo: November 30

HAPPY BIIIIIRTH-DAY TOOOO YOU!!!
And many more!!!
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SK+G Milestones
Congratulations to those marking their anniversaries in
the months of October and November at SK+G.
October Anniversaries

November Anniversaries

Jeremy Chaffin: 7 years

Steve Averitt: 10 years

Cindy Anderson: 6 years

Nadia Khan: 5 years

Jeremy Bristol: 6 years

Tory Kooyman: 4 years

Belle Larson: 6 years

Abbe Franks: 3 years

Amanda Karsko: 5 years
Lorraine Lazcano: 5 years
Carl Medley: 3 years
Bing Opie: 3 years
Jill Beeler: 3 years
Amanda Goetz: 3 years
Slow Wei Kay: 2 years
Brian Naldoza: 1 year
Rich Brooks: 1 year
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Question of the month
In order to give a loving farewell to summer and reminisce about all the fun you
had, we asked you to share your favorite summer memories and send in your
favorite summer pictures – thanks for keeping it clean!
The highlight of my summer was that my twin grandchildren, Skylar and Savannah Garcia,
were born July 21 to my daughter Heather and son-in-law, Thomas. I took a trip back East to
see them in August. – Ellen Franks
My family reunion in Los Angeles in June, watching the sunset on the Redondo Beach Pier,
backyard BBQ, guitars and sing along, great food and great company. – John Ryszka
Easily, going to Bobbie’s wedding in Wisconsin (below is a picture is of me, Ashley and
former SKGers Jason Tisser, Regan Kline, Danielle Tortorich at the Ghost Town bar in Grafton,
Wisconsin after Bobbie’s rehearsal dinner) and a quick trip I took to Europe over Labor Day.
– Tory Kooyman

Making it through the Vegas summer heat, knocked up. – Melissa Phipps
My sister’s wedding back in Michigan! Visited with tons of family and friends!
– Abbe Vigilante
This summer I challenged myself and conquered 25
mountain peaks. However, the highlight of my summer
was ﬂying around Kodiak, Alaska to explore the amazing
wildlife and scenery.– Malia French
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When I went to California for a week last month and went
on a road-trip with my family. We started in my hometown
(San Diego) and made our way up to Big Basin Redwood
State Park, up near Santa Cruz. Camped and hiked for four
days, then road-tripped back to San Diego, but on the way
there and back we stopped in Cambria, Big Sur, Carmel,
Monterey, Santa Barbara and Los Angeles. It was a great
trip and I took 300+ photos! – Michelle Payton

Meeting that “special” someone…but she
left Vegas for school – Joe Tseng

First place: “The View” being selected as the Daytime Emmy winner for best talk
show. Second place: Sunbathing with Jerry on the top of our ofﬁce building at lunchtime.
– Jim Gentleman
Spending a week in Newport Beach with my entire family to celebrate my parent’s 50th
wedding anniversary. – Ellen Curtis
My sis and I back home in the
Dominican Republic – Carliana Hidalgo

Long days by the pool. – Wesley Aldridge
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My Coronado vacation, I still miss my afternoon naps. – Nadia Khan
Lying on the beach in Newport, RI. – Sara McLean

A week at Lake Tahoe! – Andrea Johnson

Starting the potty training process with my almost two-year-old daughter. Never thought I’d
cheer and dance for “pee-pees” and “poo-poos”! – Stacy Hamilton

Spending a week living on the
beach in Florida. – Katie Knoch

Going back to Nebraska to see all of my family.
– Kristin Weddingfeld

Travis Culp at Disneyland
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Boo!
It's your colleagues, their friends & families
(and one pet) all dressed up and ready for tricks and treats!

Belle Larson & her family

Ellen Curtis

Dozer
Carliana Hidalgo

Ellen Curtis

as The Joker

Kristin Weddingﬁeld & her family

Jim Akers & a friend
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Halloween Photos, cont.
Siow Wei Kay & friend

Travis Culp & friends

Ellen Curtis

Wesley Aldridge

Joan Jungblut

Rachel Viers

Kurt Snider
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Katie Knoch

Ellen Curtis

SKoop’s Guide
on What to Do!

What: Third Thursday ARTsWALK
When: October 15, 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m..
Where: Water Street District in Henderson
Ticket Price: Free
What: Red Bull Vegas AmJam Skatepark
Competition Series Round 12
(ages 6-adult)
When: October 17, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Where: Desert Breeze Skatepark
Ticket Price: Free
What: Oktoberfest
When: October 17, 4 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Where: Historic Fifth Street School,
401 S. Fourth St
Ticket Price: Free

What: Trunk or Treat Classic Car Show
& Halloween Festival
When: Saturday, October 24,
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Where: Veterans Memorial Leisure Services Ctr
101 N. Pavilion Center Drive
Ticket Price: Free
What: Henderson Symphony Orchestra
When: October 25 at 2 p.m.
Where: Henderson Pavilion
Ticket Price: Free
What: Art for Education Show
When: November 5 & 6, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Where: Rainbow Dreams Academy,
950 W. Lake Mead Blvd
Ticket Price: Free

What: Halloween Carnival & Haunted House
When: Friday, October 23, 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Where: Mirabelli Community Center
Ticket Price: $5
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SK+G 80's Homecoming!
September at SK+G brought back shoulder pads, crimped hair
and neon colors courtesy of the 80’s homecoming dance!
Thanks to everyone that donated formal wear and congratulations
to our king and queen Tory Kooyman and Katie Knoch!
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80's Homecoming Photos, cont.
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